Ready to meet the sun!

Come and see what’s new in Fashion.

Let your eyes enjoy the sun!

Super sunglasses for sporty people.

Change your glasses into ‘sun glasses’. 

Polaroid sunglasses
First in Fashion and Quality.

Hurry to see the complete '79 collection from Polaroid.

Polaroid sunglasses
First in Fashion and Quality.

Come in and select the sunglasses which protect your eyes from dangerous glare. They will make you a safer driver.

Polaroid sunglasses
First in Fashion and Quality.

So extremely lightweight you forget you are wearing them. Come in and try a pair.

Polaroid sunglasses
First in Fashion and Quality.

Polaroid’s famous glare and ultra violet filtering lenses offer the most complete protection for your eyes. Your optician invites you to view the new ‘79 collection.

Polaroid sunglasses
First in Fashion and Quality.

Wearing prescription glasses? You still need to protect your eyes from the sun, so come and select a pair of ‘clip-ons’. You simply clip them on to your glasses.

Polaroid First in Fashion and Quality.